The expansion of a real square-integrable function in a Legendre series is considered. Existence of best approximations from different sets of exponential functions and their mean convergence to the function in question are proved. As an extension of this result existence and mean convergence of some non-linear best approximations that have been developed by Longman are also demonstrated.
INTRODUCTION
Recently Longman [1, 2] has considered the problem of finding a best approximation to a real function f (t) that satisfies K (w) = ~o e -wt [f(t)] 2 dt < oo (1) O for some w t> o, in terms of exponential functions, in the least-squares norm. Specifically, one looks for that set of parameters {A r, 0t r ~n= 1 CAr , °tr may be restricted to be real or may be allowed to become complex) that will minimize the integral oo n Are-°trt] 2 dt, In(W ) = f e-Wt[f(t) -Z (2) o r=l
. n _ar t where Z A r e is a real function of t, and the r=l a r are all distinct. It turns out that all that one needs to know in order to minimize I n (w) in (2) is the Laplace transform f-(p) of f(t) as defined by oo f-(p) = f e -pt f(t)dt,
o along the real p-axis ff the a r are real, and in the complex p-plane ff the a r are allowed to become complex. K(w) < 0o implies that f(t)=o(e wt/2) as t -. 0o which implies that the Laplace transform of If(t)[ and hence that of f(t) exist for Re p > w/2. As a matter of fact, the aim of this procedure is the approximate inversion of the Laplace transform. It may happen, however, that in some cases it is impossible to minimize In(w) in (2) with distinct 0~r. An example of this is given in section 3 and there it is also shown that one can always minimize In(w ) n m nr -1 with 2; Ar e-~t replaced by ~ _~ Arktke -art r=l r=lk=o m where ~, n r = n. Of course, the n r are to be found r~.t by trial and error. As is clear from (2), one is considering an uncountably infinite set of exponential functions and from this set one is selecting those n members (if all n r = 1) that will minimize In(w ) . As will be shown in the next section In(w ) can be minimized on a f'txed finite set of exponential functions; in fact, f(t) can be expanded in Legendre series of exponential functions in infinitely many forms and the partial sums of these expansions form sequences of best approximations which converge to f (t) in the mean. As an extension of this result it will also be shown that the sequence of best approximations of Longman, which should be modified as explained in the previous paragraph ff necessary, converges to f (t) in the mean. Finally, the expansion of f(t) in a Legendre series can be regarded as a Laplace transform inversion method, and all that has to be known is the values of f-(p) at a countably in£mite number of points spaced equidistantly along the positive real axis in the p-plane. This fact has been noted by Lanczos [3] .
with weight function e-(w + b) t with f-(p) as defined in (3); and this Legendre series converges to f (t) in the mean on (o, oo).
Proof : Let us map the interval (o, oo) along the t-axis to (o, 1) by the transformation x -_ e -(w+b)t. Then (3) becomes We note that expressions similar to (5) and (7) for the special case w = 1 and b = o have been given by Lanczos [3] .
Corollary :
i. e., the n Lh partial sum Sn(t) =e -bt/2 ~ akP;(e-(w+b)t ) k=o of the infinite series in (5) is the best approximation to f (t) from the set of functions the result follows by writing this integral in the variable t.
EXISTENCE AND MEAN CONVERGENCE OF LONGMAN'S BEST APPROXIMATION
Let us start by assuming that f (t), in addition to (1), satisfies also
O This is not too drastic a restriction since all functions which are 0 (e 13t) with 3 < w/2 as t -~ oo satisfy (11). Then (1) and (11) are sufficient for f(t) to satisfy the Parseval's equality for Laplace transforms [5] . 
Now it is possible to apply the Parseval's equality to f(t)-gn(t ). One obtains
n A r where g-n (P) = ~=lr p +a r form of gn(t). Define n A r --p Gn = {g-n(P)= Z r=l --is the Laplace trans-P + ~r l a r distinct, Re a r > -w/2, gn (P) real for p real).
Then it follows from (15) that finding a best apt proximation to f(t) from G n in the norm
O is equivalent to finding a best approximation toT(p)
Below the existence of a best gn (t) will be shown indirectly by the existence of a best gn(P)"
Before proceeding to the proof of the existence theorem let us make the observation that G'n is not The function~,n(p), being a member of Gn' is of the form ?~ii.__o 3ipi/j~=o 7j pj and, therefore, hn(z) = gn(P (z))l(1 -z7 is of the form
Since-~n(p ) is in Gn' hn(z) is in H n. Now the problem is reduced to finding a best approximation from H n to h(z 7 = f(p (z))/(1-z) in the norm
. (21) Izl=l
A theorem due to Walsh [6] guarantees the existence of a best approximation h*(z) of the form (20b). This theorem, for the purpose of the specific problem, which is least-squares approximation on the unit circle, can be stated as follows : Theorem 2 : Let f(t) satisfy (17 and (11). Then rain I[ f-gn I[ exists.
gneGn Theorem [Walsh] : Let the function h (z) be defined on a rectifiable curve C and let n (z) be a non-negative function on C such that Proof : Since f(t) satisfies (1) and (11) C Then there exists a rational function R (z 7 of the form (20b 7 for which f n(z) lh(z)-R(z)121dz[ C is not greater than I[r] for any r (z 7 in H n. Now in our problem the unit circle is a rectifiable curve and n(z)= 1. Furthermore, since f(t) satisfies (17 and (11), h(z)=f(p (z))/(1-z 7 is defined on the unit circle. Also I[r ] exists for any r (z) in H n. Hence all the conditions of Walsh's theorem are satisfied and a best approximation R (z 7 = hn(z ) exists. Now h* (z), being the limit point of a sequence {hnk(Z ) )7= 1in H n, may have poles in the region Izl ~ 1. However, there cannot be any poles on the trait circle I zl = 1 since if there were, then iih_hn II M would not exist. Therefore, all the poles of hn(Z) are restricted to the exterior of the unit c~le. r~ence h~(z) is in S n. Once h*(z) is known, " " n--* the best approxtmatm gn(P) can be determined from hn(Z) using (20a) as guaranteed by the lemma, and-g*(P) is in Gn since h*n (z) is in H n. This completes the proof of the existence theorem. 
Since from Theorem 1 the right hand side of (227 tends to zero as n tends to infinity, so does the left hand side, thus proving the theorem.
In some instances it may be difficult to compute f(p) for complex values of p or f (t) behaves like a real exponential function as t becomes large. Then one can also consider best approximations to f(t) from a more restricted class of functions, namely, real exponential functions, i. e., G n, Gn, and H n can be replaced by G R respectively. Then l If-gn I has a minimum on n which again is a consequence of Walsh's theorem [6] . The sequence of the best approximations to f(t) from G R, n = 1, 2 ..... converges to f(t) in the mean, since the set S n of the previous section is a proper n-dimensional subspace of G R also, and G R n n is an uncountably infinite dimensional subspace of G n. Then one has
s n eS n
CONCLUDING REMARKS
It has been shown that a square-integrable function f(t) can be expanded in Legendre series in infinitely many forms, the coefficients of this series being simple expressions involving the Lap~ace transform of the function in question. As they stand the partial sums of there series cannot be used to obtain good approximations to f(t) for t large. The reason for this is that the function f(t) when expressed in the variable x = e-(w+b)t is not a smooth function near x = o which corresponds to t = ~. Therefore, the Legendre series suffers form convergence problems as t becomes large. In order to overcome this problem to some extent some acceleration convergence method should be applied to the Legendre series in question. The existence of the best approximations of Longman, with some modification, has been shown by reducing the problem to one of approximation by rational functions on the unit circle. Convergence of the sequence of the best approximations to f(t) in the mean has been shown by observing the fact that these best approximations are better (in the norm (16)) than the partial sums of the Legendre series which converge to f(t) in the mean. It has also been shown that the best approximation to f(t) may be restricted to be a sum of real exponential functions and in this case too existence and convergence in the mean to f (t) are guaranteed.
